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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Before I started my professional studies at the Budapest Contemporary Dance Academy 

I considered my body as a body that has a constant urge to move, that kind of a body 

type that just wants to move by its nature. As I often put my body in situations where it 

had to work constantly, in time this condition radically changed. After being 

professionally tired, consequently exhausted, chronically overworked or simply 

overloaded with a lot of information, I did not want to move anymore - at least not as 

much as I did before. Accepting this was difficult and to keep working with the fact that 

my condition has changed was a big shock for me at the beginning. Yet, I realized any 

professional dancer could encounter similar experience at any time. Trying to find a 

way to continue my practice I felt there could be a solution to this burn out, through 

making the professional practice and movement research more fun and playful. Luckily, 

the shock affected me in a productive manner. I started to search for practical reasons to 

move on every step in my life. I was observing other people’s movement intentions, 

especially children’s, and I was amazed by the lightness of their decisions in connection 

with movement. By observing others and also myself I noticed that the range of motion 

in the human body is much wider when a person is relaxed and it narrows when a 

person is stressed or under pressure. 

 

I started to dream of a system in which any dancer could practice their fundamental 

physical temptations
1
, an independent system with a supportive environment to develop 

dance skills towards triggering the motion in the body. My wish was to make a simple 

and fun dance practice with structure that would very clearly guide the dancer to reach 

in to their movement intentions and motivations. 

 

In the following pages of this thesis you will find the process of my inquiry from a 

personal research to creating group scores. 

 

 

                                                 
1
 By “temptation” I mean literary the feeling of desire that might have a negative 

connotation of wanting to do something forbidden. I use this expression to poke or 

provoke one's perception in order to allow the body to freely express even the most 

suppressed impulses in physicality.   
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Motion Trigger to Dance Practice
2
 is a guided tour through the journey of my 

research explorations. It begins with a chapter about the overview of the research – its 

methodology and conceptual framework. It continues with a session on “motion” where 

I introduce different motions in the body. In the following chapters I explain how I 

came up with the idea of “motion triggers”, what it means, and how it is connected with 

“imagery”. The next chapter stands as the core of my research. It contains the 

information about the dance elements, and the development of Motion Trigger Dance 

Practice. The last chapter is dedicated to share the outcome of this research. All the 

chapters are equipped with examples of the practices I have been engaging during the 

research. 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
2
 I use “practice” here to refer to the “score work” that is the end product of this 

research and I also choose this word to signify the potential of the outcome i.e. to help 

dancers to develop a steady, joyful, pleasurable “dance practice”. 
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2. METHODOLOGY - FROM PERSONAL INQUIRY TO GROUP SCORES 

 

The realization of the demanding circumstances of a professional dance student or a 

professional dancer lead me to dive into a personal inquiry; mainly to deal with my own 

difficulties but also it motivated me to figure out something for my fellow colleagues. 

With this motivation I have started to work primarily with myself. 

 

The methods of my research were developing simultaneously with the practice. The 

exercises that I was developing were always oriented to articulate the process of 

connecting the objects of inspiration with movement experience. The practical part of 

my project started with the pure individual wish for motion. The goal was to create a 

simple dance practice with the use of motion trigger as a tool to move. I will be sharing 

details of the methods I used during the process with examples within the related 

Motion and Motion Triggers Chapters. 

 

Later I have invited dancers to try out the material I have created. I strived to make my 

work accessible for other dancers who were interested in understanding of their 

inspirations, interests, intentions, and actions with movement. Therefore, as a next step I 

started to practice with a working group. I invited three students from Budapest 

Contemporary Dance Academy. We regularly met twice a week during March and April 

2018. We worked two hours in moving and one hour in writing and discussing every 

time we met. 

 

I created situations in which dancers would recognize their own individual wish for 

movement. I endeavored to create an environment where dancers were invited to 

articulate and express their own physical temptations
3
. All the given tasks were 

designed to trigger motion in the body with the use of imagination and dance 

improvisation. At the end of each practice there was given a reflection time via writings 

and discussion. Each dancer would individually make personal notes to write down in 

words, what were the positive and negative effects of the practice; realizations, 

                                                 
3
 To repeat here again, I use “temptation” on purpose. I mean literary the feeling of 

desire that might have a negative connotation of wanting to do something forbidden. I 

use this expression to poke or provoke one's perception in order to allow the body to 

freely express even the most suppressed impulses in physicality.   
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experiences, unknown sensations, difficulties, possible doubts, and possible 

propositions to improve the practice. We dedicated twenty minutes for this and in the 

rest forty minutes we shared the reflections within the group. We discussed and 

compared our experiences and at the very end we collected the most relevant 

propositions that we could try out at the next meeting. 

 

Finally in order to make different triggers of motion more clear, we wrote them on 

pieces of papers, gave them names and put them in categories. With this step a new 

idea was born - the idea to make actual motion trigger cards and to construct a score 

based dance practice with the use of these motion trigger cards. This idea was key 

importance to the process. The cards made the practice more playful and at the same 

time we made a unique product out of the dance documentation. 

 

As a result of this collective creative process we have created a group score where play 

and pleasure principles were allowing more space for the dancers to continue willing to 

practice despite the fact of having long demanding training schedules. The following 

sections of this thesis will try to shed light to the procedures of this research and share 

some reflective documentation. 
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3. RESEARCH – PRE PHASE 

3.1 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND DOCUMENTATION 

 

My wish to go through the unwillingness and inability to move due to fatigue and over 

work, and realization of my personal strategies and abilities to do that immediately 

brought new motivation waves to continue the research, and encouraged me to update 

my personal movement archive. Firstly, I started to build up my research work as a 

personal toolbox from where I pull out tasks to feel the dance more functional and 

vivid. I also started to define certain concepts that than helped me to clarify my needs 

and my tools. 

 

I consider motion of a body as the main ingredient of a dance. Without moving there is 

no dance.
4
 However just the motion of the body by itself cannot already be a dance? 

There are many motions constantly present in our bodies and some of them even work 

involuntary. If we would call each motion in the body a dance, it would mean that we 

are all dancing all the time, which sounds fun and maybe it is true. Within the confines 

of my research I assumed that motion cannot be the only ingredient of dance. I was 

curious as to what else is needed, to be attached to the motion, so that it becomes a 

dance. Therefore it was unavoidable to firstly define the motion and the dance – what 

exactly I mean by motion and with what aspects of dance I am dealing with in my 

research.  In the quest for trying to make these clear the term motion trigger appeared, 

which functioned as a connective link between motion and dance; and helped me to 

clarify how the terms motion and dance were working in collaboration with each other 

in my body-mind. I will try to present how I conceived that further as I go into the 

details of my work methodology in the following chapters. 

 

 

                                                 
4
 Along this thesis I will be using motion and movement interchangeably with an 

inclination towards the term motion. As defined in Merriam Webster online dictionary 

movement is the act or process of moving, especially change of place or position or 

posture; and motion is an act, process, or instance of changing place: movement. As 

far as I could follow, within dance practices motion was not much used, however it 

made sense for the research I was engaging to use this term due to the fact that when I 

thought of or used the term motion, the possibilities widen further than the dance 

movements and forms that I/we were taught in dance technique classes.  
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However, as the point of departure, I described motion through affection of physical 

laws on the body and I developed my individual practice based on this presumption. 

The key word that helped me to figure out the motion trigger I was trying to define was 

imagery. I was trying to find ways to relate to the creative child in me with vivid 

imagination. I was at work in figuring out ways to make it joyful, to bring games for 

motivating myself in order to go on moving and creating unconventional rich movement 

vocabulary via the help of imagery. I decided to include the basic elements of dance, as 

an additional component to play with and be conscious of.  

 

Each of these definitions or descriptions functioned as doorways into my research. In 

this thesis I will firstly be addressing them not only conceptually but also by sharing the 

practical exercises that I have created, the scores
5
 and the dance practice I have 

developed with the group of dancers I worked with. Thereby I hope to address the 

practical and creative segments of my work in the following pages. 

 

I will also be presenting effective examples from the tasks I have given to myself to 

deepen the motion research. These tasks were primarily experiential anatomy based and 

helped to engage the body parts in motion. Secondly the use of imagery and subjective 

interpretation came in place. 

 

Moreover I will share some self-reflective writings that allowed me to process the 

effects of these tasks and make the final selection to share with the other dancers. 

 

                                                 
5
 I use the term “score’’ in this thesis as it is described on Mind The Dance digital 

publication available at: http://mindthedance.com/#article/52/on-scores, accessed: 

16/04/2019. Scores are defined there as “graphics to be translated in space and time, 

they connect imaginations, awareness, and activities, scores can be a plan, question, 

inspiration, (state of) play, structure, framework, (set of) tools, game (rules), some are 

used to generate movement. Performing a score often comes with a certain playfulness 

and lightness in the execution.’’ 

All those definitions of the score are relevant to describe the way I was sharing the 

instructions with my working group, especially in the game practice, which is 

introduced towards the end of this paper. 

  

 
 

  

http://mindthedance.com/#article/52/on-scores
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Finally I will share the end product of my research – Motion Trigger Card Set and 

discuss the benefits of having these cards in dance learning environment. 

 

3.2. MOTION 

 

I assume motion is one of the main ingredients of dance. The confirmation or refutation 

of this assumption requires a good understanding of motion in general. The aim of my 

work is to create a dance with my body; therefore I have decided the main object of my 

observation will be a human body. Although the focus is on the human body, I wish to 

introduce the affection of basic physical law on a body in motion in general. In the 

history of dance this topic has been touched already. For example in the technique of 

Contact Improvisation the laws of physics were highly used and researched from the 

beginning of its creation. “Often dance is strictly defined as a form of artistic 

expression. However, movement of bodies in space calls for the investigation of the 

physical laws that apply to all objects on earth. Contact Improvisation is a dance style 

that is uniquely rooted in the laws of physics.’’ 
6
 The reason why I choose examples 

from Contact Improvisation is because some of its core principles collide with my idea 

of triggering the motions in the body and playing with them. Here, I am more focused 

on the assumption of Steve Paxton as the ground being our first dance partner. Gravity 

is already one force that is definitely having a constant effect on motion and it is 

impossible to ignore it but it is possible to play with it. 

 

Motion is a body which is moving. Without a body there is no motion. If a body is 

moving it means it changes its original position to a new place. It travels, from A to B, 

from up to down, from one side to the other. And sometimes the body is not changing 

the position but it does not mean that it is not in motion; the body is in motion just its 

speed equals zero! It is because there are invisible forces which the body fights against, 

all the time. It is important for me as a dancer to feel these forces that are affecting my 

body constantly. By the Newton’s law of universal gravitation, which states that every 

object in the universe is pulled to every other object with an attractive force, we are all 

                                                 
6
 Todisco, Gianna F., (2016) “Contact Improvisation: Concepts of Physics Transformed 

into Art’’ Dance Department Student Works, pp.1 

Available at: http://digitalcommons.lmu.edu/dance_students/10, (accessed: 16/04/2019) 

http://digitalcommons.lmu.edu/dance_students/10
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attracted to each other’s center of mass and we are all affected by the attractive force of 

the earth.
7
 

 

Again, here I am exposing an example from Contact Improvisation and its connection to 

the gravity. “Contact improvisation is in tune with the concept of universal gravitation 

based on how the movement style interacts with gravity and fellow dancers.”
8
 Once 

these forces and affections are understood, a practitioner is brought to an honest place 

where their body is learning about its mass and is able to feel the weight of the body. 

These sensations are precious because I believe it is possible to transfer the knowledge 

of sensual physical experience to any other dance style, movement practice or everyday 

activity. It is necessary to practice the openness of senses to be able to feel the gravity 

and its affection on the body structure. For better understanding, I will rely again on the 

example from the founder of Contact Improvisation – Steve Paxton’s work. He made a 

piece in 1972, called Magnesium. For the last five minutes of this piece, the dancers 

stand vertically, sensing their weight and how gravity is pulling their bodies. They are 

making small adjustments on the spot while standing, which shows that they use 

muscular effort to keep the body upright. “The ‘small dance’ suggests that the body is 

never actually standing still because every object is constantly affected by gravity. The 

‘small dance’ is an exercise in hypersensitivity, which provides dancers with awareness 

of themselves internally. As a result, the dancers can be more aware when other bodies 

become part of the movement. In order for contact improvisers to connect to the world 

and other bodies that surround them, they must first have a clear understanding of 

themselves in relationship to gravity on a smaller scale.” 
9
 

 

The example of Contact Improvisation shows and teaches what is required to feel the 

gravitation force, what level of sensitivity needs to be present and how the forces have a 

constant effect on us, – Steve Paxton says, in Fall After Newton, “One moves with 

gravity always”
10

.  

                                                 
7
 The content of this paragraph is based on my conversations with physicist Julij 

Borštnik.  
8
 ibid, pp.1 

9
 ibid, pp.7-8 

10
 Tumasia (2010) Fall after newton 1, [YouTube] Available at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k768K_OTePM&t=324s, (accessed: 16/04/2019) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k768K_OTePM&t=324s
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I use this information in my research as a foundation to prove that human hunger for 

motion not just exists but is inevitable for our existence. I use similar sensorial approach 

in the beginning of my research to build up the sensitivity with attention and with giving 

time to feel certain sensations in the body. At the final game practice, I include body 

contact as one of the possible layer to play with. 

 

 

3.2.1 BODY MOTIONS 

 

Throughout my research it is very important for me to trigger something, which already 

resides in the body. My goal is to evoke the existing and not to invent a completely new 

state of a body. The human body is created and constructed for moving; therefore the 

base for the motion is already imprinted in the essence of our being. There is no need to 

start the search of trigger for motion outside of the body but rather from inside the body. 

 

I was interested in finding out what the motions that we already possess are and where 

they can be found. What kind of qualities are there – from liquids and gasses to 

mechanical abilities and emotional responses. I did not want to relate to this topic only 

from the physiological perspective because the motion can be driven by the mind as 

well. My intention was to include both, the physical and the mental insights. In the book 

The thinking body, Todd states that “we are equipped with the working unit for moving 

– nervous system and muscles moving our bones”
 11

. She even mentions three 

approaches to the human body: mechanical, physiological and psychological, the human 

body is in constant effort in all these levels to maintain the balance. She also 

emphasizes the importance of thinking in the physical economics of the individual and 

says that everything is moving all the time and that life is implemented through the 

motion. Taking into account those three approaches to the human body, I do not choose 

to refer to them separately. However, to get a clearer picture of availability, I want to 

come up with practical approaches in each level, so that I can create exercises that are 

replicable. By the content of this, I made a holistic “motion menu’’, from where I start 

my individual research. The menu helps me and inspires me to find my own ideas for 

exercises and it keeps my focus on the practical motion processes in the body. 

                                                 
11

 Todd ME., (2014) The thinking body, Ljubljana, Emanat, pp 31. 
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Motion menu 

 

Mechanical motions: flexion and extension of the joints 

Physiological motions: activities of the organ systems 

Psychological motions: thinking, feeling, emotions, sensations 

 

 

4. RESEARCH – PHASE 1:  WATCHING
12

 SYSTEMS 

 

Prior to explorations within these levels of motion it became very clear that I must 

clarify different ways of observing and perceiving what was happening. And I decided 

to develop skills on this based on the mechanical motions and physiological motions at 

first. The psychological motions were more available at the later stages of the research 

where self-reflective documentation was taking place and where group work was 

developing. 

 

Different angles or viewpoints could widen and open knowledge of body awareness. 

Sometimes I came across difficulties when I could not decide which body part is the 

point of reference, what is leading and what is following, where is my left arm 

according to the space or according to my right arm, how far from the floor is my 

pelvis. To overcome and deal with these instant questions I had to first figure out how I 

could to see my entirety. 

 

In order to achieve this I came up with the proposition of “watching systems”. Towards 

expanding the awareness I made a decision not to watch my body only from one 

perspective but rather three perspectives. Thus, I developed three watching systems, 

which provided easier decision-making process when it came to observation of the body 

structure. 

 

                                                 
12

 With the word ‘watching’ I mean literally the action of being alert on the lookout. I 

used it intentionally because I needed to see what comes, is done, or happens with my 

engagement during the process in the research; not only to subjectively feel but also to 

objectively see the situation. 
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The first system is called Junction System and serves to connect body parts and find 

junctions in the structure. This system is effective when it comes to finding flow in 

movement or executing precise shapes in space. The second system is called Dissection 

System and it is used while working on detailed articulation of certain joints, when 

paying attention to separate, cut and isolated motions. It works as dissecting the body 

into smaller pieces. The third system is called Layer System. I have personally 

experienced a sense of layering as I was moving with general movement sensations. 

Regarding the projection of a certain sensation from inside the body, this system is the 

best at work to differentiate the body in different layers (bone, muscle, skin) and bring 

out different qualities of movements. 

 

 

 

4.1. PROCESS 

 

After having decided on how to see the body, one of the watching systems is chosen. 

This is followed by studying that particular system, and taking time to understand the 

function of it. Than a clear physical instruction is provided which keeps the focus of 

attention on the function. 

 

In the process, I decided to collect ideas by making a drawing or a sketch, inspired by 

the function of a system to clarify the utilization of the particular system. Afterwards I 

went to the studio and I improvised with movement sensations that appeared out of the 

drawing and the instruction. I observed my movements and let myself follow 

spontaneous impulses. I tried to be receptive for the information I get from my body. 

When I finish with improvisation I took a piece of paper and a pen. I wrote down 

impressions I got from physical experiences without any judgment and I free up 

imagination channels to travel where they want to go. I repeated the same process with 

each system. 
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I engaged myself in this research as a self-observer and practitioner. I was the subject 

and the object of the study. The purpose of the research was to bring attention to the 

body, connect with creative way of thinking and free up imagination channels.  

Other important goal of this part of the research was to get a task and concentrate on the 

given instruction. The procedure to reach these goals was based on three-leg process of 

1.gathering the material, 2.moving, and 3.free writing. With these three steps the 

practitioner, in this case myself, was introduced to the writing and moving cooperation 

and to the associative creativity without any pressure of actually creating something. 

 

1. Gathering of the material: Drawing sketches, writing the instruction. 

2. Moving: Improvising with movement sensations that appeared from the instruction 

and following spontaneous impulses of the motion. 

3. Free writing: Writing down reflections. 

 

Results of this research are materials that are, in my opinion, the best presentation of the 

research process and speak for themselves as practical examples. Each example is 

constructed from the instruction, the drawing, and reflection. In this initial case, the 

drawings and the instructions are authorial figments of my imagination as well as the 

reflections which are presented in shapes of poems. However, potentially, the reflection 

could be written in any form - a list of words, feelings, directions, images, et cetera.  
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4.2. Examples for the Watching Systems 

 

4.2.1. Example for Junction System: The V and The A junction shape 

 

Instruction: First connect arms to your bellybutton. Feel the lines, move the lines. 

Connect legs to your bellybutton. Feel the lines, move the lines. In the end connect the 

both images, feel the lines and move them. 

 

 

Reflection: 

Arms meeting on the crossroad inside my torso and powerfully bursting out on the 

rocky road, direction: shoulder, elbow, wrist, and five finger explosion generously 

giving eternal unlimited extension and elastic length to draw precise shapes leaving 

traces of empty spaces to fade away in silence or resonate with a gentle scream wishing 

to be visited again now two parallel lines in a shape of sticks hanging down my waist 

having a lovely meeting together on the button of my belly ‘A' shape appears gradually, 

gives stability suddenly legs get infected by lyrical arm extension triggering inviting 

introduction conversation between downstairs and upstairs neighbors in few moments 

you see the neighbors trading experiences: One gram of grace for liter of stability. 
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4.2.2. Example for Junction system: Top of the head and tail connection 

 

Instruction: Play around with a line of the spine that goes from the top of the head to 

the tail. 

 

 

 

Reflection: 

Curious and thoughtful rounded figure, protected by a hard skull paving it's way 

through thickness of air, as a locomotive dragging a vertebrae train behind itself 

snakelike motion the rails are tricky cotton curves full of hidden connections: now you 

see them now you do not the tail is loaded with extra cargo the cargo takes intimate 

initiative leading other ways the train wagons responses immediately following 

backwards the head surrenders falls in to organic voyage all the past knowledge gone 

in a flash splash of new experience not truly a lost only a shift of past information 

making space for future about to come newborn motions 
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4.2.3. Example for Junction system: Shoulder hip armor - cross shape 

 

Instruction: Play with the idea of having armor - cross shape from your hips to your 

shoulders, as shown on the drawing. Find the motion inside and outside of the armor. 

 

 

 

Reflection: 

This armor is protection. Held in this protection I feel safe. This safeness gives bites of 

freedom. With this freedom I can step beyond, reach further and still come back to the 

origin cosines of the cross shaped nest. This armor is not an armor any more when 

placed on my back. I have no eyes on the back safeness is long gone so I let myself fall 

to the untouched places. I let the moment of short fear lasting longer than it should to 

take my breath away for an endless glimpse of a second. 
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4.2.4. Example for Dissection System 

 

Instruction: Move to separate the parts of your body. 

 

 

 

Reflection: 

Chopping the body might sound cruel but I promise it does not hurt if you do it in a 

right way. You do not need sharp knife, you only need sharp mind. A very precise cut 

gives you only best isolation menu for any occasion. One joint, many opportunities, one 

body, many joints, countless opportunities. It certainly is a puzzle with missing pieces 

where you do not want to win with putting all the parts together in the fitting places to 

create a perfect image, no, instead you want to collect them and try all the possible and 

impossible combinations, build it up and tear it down like a skyscraper. 
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4.2.5. Example for Layer system: Bones 

 

Instruction: Move your body as an x-ray skeleton. 

 

 

 

Reflection: 

My bone is gone 

My joint is at the point 

I wear the sphere 

Sit in the saddle 

Pivot je moj život 

Pinch on a hinge 

Permit to ellipsoid 

Skeleton is clumsy and still an elegant man. 

Simply complex, articulated in tight limitations 
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4.2.6. Example for Layer system: Muscle 

Instruction: Move with your muscle abilities - tensioning and releasing. 

 

 

 

 

Reflection: 

Skeletal the eternal provider once voluntarily took me for a walk. We stopped at the 

street of mobility and set down on a bench of stability. We spoke about attachments and 

tensions. We smoothly asked for new air to be inhaled so this is how we got released 

from involuntary cardiac arrest. We are still in control of central nervous system. When 

everything exhausted we reached deep into our pocket and pull out bursting bucket of 

power. I thought to myself: this is hard core. 
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4.2.7. Example for Layer system: Skin 

 

Instruction: Move to stretch and shrink your skin. 

 

 

 

Reflection: 

Cover blanket receptor protector my dress when I am naked I am trapped in my own 

skin. How would you feel if you would be in my skin? 
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5. RESEARCH – PHASE 2:  MOTION TO TRIGGER 

 

In the previous chapter the motions in the body are introduced and the importance of 

moving and observing is explained. Once the natural motion of the body is recognized 

and accepted, the next step in my research would be to trigger this motion. Triggering in 

this context refers to the focus on motion in a specific way and the way it is directed. 

When the motion is directed it gets a purpose, it is controlled or stimulated with extra 

attention and imagination. The aim of this work, in this second phase, becomes finding 

a way in which motion gets a clear intention and develops a potential to evolve into a 

dance. My idea is to attach the flow of imagination to the natural flow of motion in the 

body in order to create a dance. In this chapter I introduce the field of Dance Imagery, 

which was later the source of inspiration for my own research towards the creation of 

motion triggers. 

 

5.1 IMAGERY 

 

Imagery as a term in literature most often appears as a figurative language (metaphor, 

personification, onomatopoeia). It is used by poets and writers to present objects, 

actions and ideas in such ways that it triggers the reader’s physical senses.
13

 

In dance the imagery is more connected to the visualization or perceptual experience 

lead by the creation of the mind.
14

 

In history this kind of visualizations were primarily used for calming, healing and 

motivating. At the end of the 19
th

 century the first experiments were made in the field of 

science on how the imagery affects the motion trough the nervous system 

(Psychoneuromuscular theory of imagery, Carpenter, 1894).
15

  

 

By later researches it was proven that imagining movement strengthens the neural 

pathways in the brain that are responsible for creating the movement and that the effects 

                                                 
13

 See deffinition on https://literarydevices.net/imagery/ (18.4.2019) 
14

 Franklin EN., (2013) Dance imagery for technique and performance, Human Kinetics 

Publishers, Champaign, United States, pp 3. 

15
 ibid, pp 5. 

https://literarydevices.net/imagery/
https://www.bookdepository.com/publishers/Human-Kinetics-Publishers
https://www.bookdepository.com/publishers/Human-Kinetics-Publishers
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of imagining on the brain are similar to the ones of actually performing it. This 

similarity is called functional equivalence.
16

 

The symbolic learning theory proposes that imagery allows a practitioner to better 

understand the movement they are about to perform. This theory is supported by the fact 

that a complex movement patterns such as dancing, benefit more from imagining than 

repeating the same simple task. This technique works the best for people who have 

experienced the movement they are about to perform (it is difficult to imagine 

performing a pirouette for the person who has never experienced it).
17

 

The effect of imagery can be explained through motivation and concentration that might 

arise with practice. Bioinformational theory of emotional Imagery states that images are 

stored in two types of propositions in the brain. One is the stimulus and the other is the 

response preposition. The stimulus is the image of an action. The response is the 

physiological activity associated with the image (how the body feels while performing 

the movement). The brain stores pictures as abstract qualities that relate to the situation 

and to the associated physical response.
18

  

A preposition from Ahsen divides the functionality of imagery into three elements: the 

image itself, the somatic response and the meaning of an image.
19

 

Another definition from an article for dance teachers declares, “Dance imagery is the 

deliberate use of the senses to rehearse or envision a particular outcome mentally, in 

the absence of, or in combination with, overt physical movement. The images may be 

constructed of real or metaphorical movements, objects, events, or processes.”
20

 

The main function of imagery in dance is to improve dancer’s focus, concentration and 

the use of senses. There are three types of sensations: exteroception (vision, touch, and 

hearing), interception (inner sense for temperature, pain, breath, and organs), and 

proprioception (positions of joints, muscle tension, balance, and gravity).
21

  

                                                 
16

 ibid, pp 6. 
17

 ibid, pp 6. 
18

 ibid, pp 7-8. 
19

 ibid, pp 8. 
20

 Young Overby L., Newark, Delaware, Dunn J., “The History and Research of Dance 

Imagery: Implications for Teachers’’ (2011) Denver Dance Medicine Associates, 

Boulder, Colorado, USA, pp 9. 

21
 Franklin EN., (2013) Dance imagery for technique and performance, Human Kinetics 

Publishers, Champaign, United States, pp 12. 

https://www.bookdepository.com/publishers/Human-Kinetics-Publishers
https://www.bookdepository.com/publishers/Human-Kinetics-Publishers
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Ideokinesis is a field of imagery which enhances and improves the execution of dance 

skills, as defined by Dr. Lulu Sweigard in her book, Human Movement Potential: Its 

Ideokinetic Facilitation. The word ideokinesis origins from Greek language: “ideo,” 

meaning idea, and “kinesis,” meaning movement. The Ideokinesis exercises were 

designed to focus on alignment - natural posture of the human body.
22

  

Many other dance educators have developed their own systems for using imagery in 

their work, both in dance and in other environments. A Swiss-born dancer and educator 

Eric Franklin’s method is a contemporary example of imagery application. He 

incorporated in his work recent scientific research from the field of neuroplasticity. Eric 

N. Franklin describes the imagery in his book, Dance imagery for technique and 

performance, as follows. “Imagine a tool that allows you to create anything you want, 

test it, manipulate it, move it around until it does what you want it to do, and fulfill your 

requirements. That is imagery.” 

 

The imagery includes visual (seeing), kinesthetic (feeling), or auditory (hearing) 

engagement. Perspective refers to whether the practitioner imagines the action as an 

external or internal happening. An external imaging from the outside perspective of the 

body is like watching oneself on a video. An internal imaging from the inner 

perspective of the body is as watching through one’s own eyes. There are several 

Imageries recognized among the dance teachers: metaphorical imagery, contextual 

imagery, and character images. Metaphorical imagery includes imaging objects or ideas 

that are related to a skill or a task and are often used while moving. Contextual imagery 

describes images of places and people, both real and imaginary. Character images 

depict roles, character’s appearance, behaviors and emotions.
23

 

 

In sum, the latest researches provide evidence that different approaches to imagery 

appear to play an important role with regards to the development of dance skills. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                               

  
22

 Young Overby L., Newark, Delaware, Dunn J., “The History and Research of Dance 

Imagery: Implications for Teachers’’ (2011) Denver Dance Medicine Associates, 

Boulder, Colorado, USA, pp 9. 

23
 ibid, pp 10.  
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For the purposes of this research, I have decided to focus on imagining and 

metaphorical aspects of imagery, upon which I made a selection of definitions for 

motion trigger. I incorporated both aspects for imagining an action, object or idea as 

external or internal happening in the body that is related to a moving task. In my 

research action, object or idea appear in the mind as a metaphor for motion. With 

imagining the happening and doing the moving task I wished to achieve the two effects 

of imagery - motivation and concentration. With these two effects I could deepen the 

research towards the final dance practice, where motivation and concentration are 

fundamental qualities to be able to practice or train a dance skill. 

 

5.2. CREATION OF MOTION TRIGGERS 

 

My intention in this research is to find a comprehensive approach where different 

motion triggers would work as a constellation of instructions that stimulate imagination 

in a way to provide a dancer with creativity and variety of movement qualities. In order 

to present such an approach, I firstly define what motion trigger is in this research and 

then I explain how I categorize it and how I interlace it in a group research with other 

dancers. 

 

5.2.1 SELECTION OF DEFINITIONS 

 

 

MOTION TRIGGER 

 

Glue between thinking flow and movement action 

Anything that makes you move 

Understanding of your intentions 

Anything what inspires you (can be translated to motion) 

Anything what interests you (can be translated to motion) 

Any physical action with a purpose 
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5.2.3 CATEGORIZATION 

 

Even though the definition of motion trigger started to get clearer, it was still too 

extensive to construct a constellation of clear instructions for movement. With a thought 

that this movement would potentially evolve into dance, I have decided to bind it with 

different categories connected to dance. I chose to put motion triggers in five main 

categories: space, time, dynamic, relation and extra plus. These categories were 

chosen for practical reasons, to help construct the movement instructions and focus my 

goal towards the creation of dance practice. I was also curious as to how these 

categories would influence the final product. The main assumption was that the 

categories would somehow contribute to the process of convergence to the dance 

making. I supposed that dancers I will work with are already slightly familiar with 

dimensions of time, space and dynamic, which are regularly used in dance vocabulary. I 

added two more dimensions to my research: relation and extra plus. 

 

In the category of relation, emotional and physical relations between participants are 

discussed. Via this category I am also addressing to the motion menu in ‘Body motions’ 

chapter where I offer thinking, feeling, emotions and sensations as possible motions on 

the psychological level.  

 

Extra plus category is an undefined dimension, where I treat all the ideas, inspirations, 

and interests without previous categorization in order to create more space for fantasy. 

 

I started the creation of motion triggers, as I placed certain suggestions within one of the 

categories. As the definition of motion trigger, in sum, states to relate to what inspires 

and narrates the motion, when the definition is placed inside the category it suggests 

that the inspiration of motion is limited, however more defined. 

 

The next step was to ask myself: what inspires me, what interests me or what makes me 

move, inside of a certain category. For example, when discussing the first category – the 

space, I asked myself the above questions when I heard the word space. This process 

was quick and associative. I followed the impulses that I received by getting this task. 

Once I got the idea, I articulated it by giving it a shape with movement. The movement 

was improvised. I gave it more shape by naming it; I gave it a tittle, which could 
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associate me with the movement experience. To make the movement experience more 

remarkable I wrote down what this motion presents or what I was thinking while 

executing it. The thoughts behind the motion were usually a little task that practitioners 

could give to themselves. This practice was to train the listening of these thoughts/tasks. 

 

With this approach I created materials for each category. The materials served to 

describe the process thoroughly and practically. Each idea that became a task and got a 

name and a function was documented as a motion trigger and could be translated into a 

movement instruction. 

5.2.2.1. Examples for space category: 

Name: Favorite blanket 

Function: Cover surfaces of your body with other parts of your body 

 

Name: Star gate 

Function: You can move only through the gates that you draw in space with any part of 

the body   

 

Name: Coffin 

Function: You are in a coffin but you are alive. Move what you can move 

 

5.2.2.2. Examples for time category: 

Name: Underwater 

Function: Move with a speed you would move if you would be underwater 

 

Name: 5 gears 

Function: You have 5 gears of movement. Change them as you want 

 

Name: Give it away - take it back 

Function: Every movement that you give away you have to take it/swallow it back to 

you  

https://sl.pons.com/prevod/angle%C5%A1%C4%8Dina-sloven%C5%A1%C4%8Dina/thoroughly
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5.2.2.3. Examples for dynamic category: 

Name: 220 Volts 

Function: Different parts of your body get electric impulse with 220 volts 

 

Name: Vibrator 

Function: You have vibrator inside your body. You can move it to different parts 

 

5.2.2.4. Examples for relation category: 

Name: Greeting 

Function: Greet the person you meet with different parts of your body (no hand 

shaking) 

 

Name: Slavery 

Function: One person is a Faraon, others are slaves who transport the Faraon  

 

5.2.2.5. Examples for extra plus category: 

Name: Earthquake  

Function: create shock in different parts of the body as an earthquake. 

 

Name: Invisibility 

Function: In fact you are invisible. Nobody can see you.  
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6. RESEARCH – PHASE 3:  GROUP RESEARCH 

 

I got the opportunity to lead a motion trigger group session at Budapest Contemporary 

Dance Academy. This group research is the only part in my thesis in which I included 

other participants to further inquiry the motion triggers with me. This work mainly took 

place in the studio and some of it took place outside the studio for verbal reflection and 

feedback sessions with participants. I, again, engaged myself in this process as a 

participant-observer with a reason to get simultaneously an inside and an outside 

perspective on the final process. 

 

6.1. WORKING GROUP 

 

Participants of this phase were 4 students of Budapest Contemporary Dance Academy: 

Alja Branc, Karolina Gaja Rupnik Caruso, Till Jenewein, Julija Pečnikar (myself). 

 

I chose to work with myself and other three participants because of personal 

connections and trust that I have with each of them. I know all of them personally and I 

like the differences of their characters. I consider them honest, open, creative and 

reflective dancers but still each of them is expressing these characteristics in different 

ways. I supposed that each of us have independent autonomous ideas and this gives the 

chance to work deeply on personal and professional levels. Some of the participants 

have more technical knowledge about dance and some have less. Their personalities 

vary from more analytical to very spontaneous, some are more introverted and some 

have tendency to act big and make impression on the others.   

 

6.2. PURPOSE OF THE GROUP 

 

The purpose of the group research was to find what makes us move (without thinking of 

presenting something or trying to be clear for the outside eye). Besides this, my 

intention was to create situations where we could grab associations that would make 

sense for our bodies. This could help us develop instinctive acts and conscious thinking 

in connection with body movement. 
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The goals of this research session were: 

- to experiment with what triggers our minds to move, what practically initiates our 

decisions, what inspires us to dance and how different are the autonomous ways and 

decisions of each individual presenting their inner sensations and ideas, 

- to reveal what is going on in our mind while experiencing physical sensations or what 

is the physical experience while thinking about a specific task, 

- to share and expand conscious imagination and to find our own interests and purposes, 

- to get in touch with personal materials from other participants who has different 

perspectives and variety of solutions on thinking and moving, 

- to share the same focus in a group work. 
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6.3. PROCESS OF THE GROUP WORK: 

 

In the first meeting with the group, I introduced the definition and categorization of 

motion triggers to the participants. I explicitly explained what a motion trigger can be in 

this research and what the purpose of categories is. Intentionally I did not show them 

the examples of categories that I made before the meeting. I supposed that seeing my 

examples, before trying by themselves, would create a preconception that might mislead 

the autonomous creativity of each individual. I gave them the same instructions that I 

gave to myself. 

 

Instructions: 

1. Find motion triggers for space/ time/ dynamic/ relation/ extra plus. You can find 

them by thinking about what inspires or interests you according to space/ time/ 

dynamic/ relation/ extra plus. Take notes and write down your idea. Find a space 

in the studio and move with this idea. I also gave the option to find an anti-

trigger – trigger that does not trigger you to move. If you find one, describe why 

it does not work. 

2. Go back to your notes and give a name to the trigger that you found in certain 

category. 

3. Describe the function of the trigger. If you are not sure about the function, go 

back to the practical movement research. Ask yourself what is the task that you 

gave to yourself to move like this and write down the task. 

4. Present the trigger to the group. Say the name and the function. Show the 

movement that you found for this trigger. 

 

All the participants understood the tasks and sunk in the process with deep curiosity and 

dedication. The participants told that they found this work interesting and useful and 

they would like to continue the process. After this conversation we collected all the 

motion triggers that we created during this meeting and wrote them down on pieces of 

paper for more clarity. All the triggers that we created in the studio got documented on 

these pieces of paper. We also separated them in five categories (time, space, relation, 

dynamic and Extra plus) however the separation by the categories did not seem so 

important anymore. By observing others and myself while moving I realized it is not so 

visible for the outside eye from which category the motion trigger is deriving from.  
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I asked other participants about it and they all said, they were not conscious about the 

categories while they were moving. I supposed the use of categories was important for 

the creation itself and not so much for the execution. However, I decided later on to 

incorporate the categories in the research in a different way, with more emphasize on 

the execution and with more elements. I discuss them again in the chapters ‘Elements of 

dance’ and ‘Extra layers of the dance practice’. We all agreed on the fact that we have 

to create something more out of the collection of motion trigger movement tasks. The 

continuation is further explained in the next chapter and the motion trigger cards are 

presented in the last chapter of documentation. 
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7. RESEARCH – PHASE 4:  MOTION TRIGGER TO DANCE PRACTICE 

 

At the end phase of the research, the motion triggers culminated in a practical shape. 

Motion triggers are now depicted on pieces of paper; they have names and defined 

functions. The motion trigger cards are created. At the end of the process all the motion 

triggers that had been created in a group research are collected on a pile. A practical tool 

to encourage a dancer to move has started to take shape. This was my original goal. 

Parallel with the original goal, I also tended to tilt the process towards creation of a 

dance or a dance practice due to the group dynamics that were arising in the process. 

This was certainly another challenge because the dance could be defined in many ways. 

For the orientation and development of the research at this stage, I recognized the need 

for using fundamentals of dance, basic elements and layers upon which the dance could 

arise and grow. My plan was to use dance elements in a way to support the 

implementation of motion triggers and to expand the range of practice that would 

provide a dancer with physical and mental challenges. 

 

 

7.1. ELEMENTS OF DANCE 

 

For the purpose of gaining perspective I wanted to revisit the dimensions of motion 

trigger categories (space, time, dynamic, relation and extra plus). I thought it would be 

more affective for the practice to refer to them separately and elaborate on them a bit 

more. I assumed that if I would put categories along the motion triggers and not within 

the motion triggers that would make the practice more logical, simple and clear for the 

dancers. I also noticed that just the category itself does not have the clearest purpose 

and it would have to be given more as a task or a score. For this reason I searched for 

more explanations about those categories and I found out they are very similar to the 

elements that are regularly used in dance. Dancers, choreographers and dance teacher 

most often mention space, time and dynamics as basic elements of dance. Sometimes 

also the words: effort, energy and body appear in the content of elements.  
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In Joyce’s book for teaching creative dance to children
24

 these four elements are 

considered as the basic elements of dance: body, space, force and time. Each element is 

further discussed with more content below. 

The body elements include: Body parts, body moves and locomotor steps – walk, run, 

leap, jump, hop, skip, gallop, and slide. For walking, running and leaping the weight 

transfers from one foot to the other. For jumping the weight is transferred by elevation 

on two feet and for hoping, on one foot. Skip, gallop, and slide are combinations of 

these transfers in an uneven rhythm.  

The space elements include: direction, size, focus, a place, and a pathway.  

The elements of force include: attack, weight, strength, flow.  

The elements of time include: beat or pulse, accent, speed, and duration. 

 

There were also quotes about dance elements that were very inspirational and useful for 

the research: 

 

“The body, space, time, energy and dynamics, and relationship are present in every 

movement. You cannot move without them.’’ – McCutchen BP
25

 

 

“Time, space, and effort are the elements of dance. The human body exists in time and 

space, and it exhibits some effort.’’ – Schrader CA
26

 

 

“The primary elements of dance performance, for Koner, include emotion, motivation, 

focus, dynamics, and movement texture.’’ – Runco MA., Prityker SR
27

 

 

From the view point of my research the elements of dance narrated in the children book 

and in the above quotes indicate space, time, dynamic, relation to be important 

construction matters of dance.  

                                                 
24

 Joyce M., (1980) First steps in teaching creative dance to children, Mayfield 

Publishing Company, California, USA, pp 22. 
25

 McCutchen BP, (2006) Teaching Dance as Art in Education, Human Kinetics, USA, 

pp 132. 

26
 Schrader CA. (2005) A Sense of Dance: Exploring Your Movement Potential, Human 

Kinetics, USA, pp 69. 
27

 Runco MA., Prityker SR., (1999) Encyclopedia of Creativity, Volume 1, Academic 

Press, San Diego, California, USA, pp 476. 
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At the beginning of my thesis I considered the motion as the main ingredient of a dance 

but I also assumed it cannot be the only one. Here I propose that all those elements 

might be ingredients of dance. At the end stage of my research where I construct the 

dance practice with motion triggers those elements helped me to substitute ineffective 

categories I was using before. I used elements of dance as inspiration to create new 

layers in the practice. The layers will be further discussed in the chapter ‘Extra layers of 

the dance practice’.   

 

7.2. THE FINALISATION OF THE DANCE PRACTICE  

 

The development of this research is consequential continuation of the research from the 

chapter ‘Creation of Motion Triggers’ and it includes the previously mentioned 

participants from my working group: Alja Branc, Karolina Gaja Rupnik Caruso, Till 

Jenewein, Julija Pečnikar. The main focus of the finalization work was to develop a 

dance practice with utilization of motion triggers that we created in the last research 

phase. Each motion trigger card was a tool in itself, in the shape of written task on a 

piece of paper. The dance practice is an instant composition system that has the purpose 

of supporting the dancers to practice different skills. With my working group we created 

our own system, which allowed us to play with the card compilation i.e. the motion 

trigger tool, and the elements of dance while actually practicing movement skills and 

upgrading movement vocabularies. The practice was constructed as a game and the 

most punctual way to describe it would be by stating the rules of the game. 
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7.2.1. RULES OF THE GAME: 

 

The collection of motion triggers is a deck of cards. Each card represents one trigger. 

On each card is written the name, function and optionally a brief drawing of the trigger. 

All the participants enter the game at the same time – like situation where all the 

cards/triggers are in one pile. The game starts when all the cards are spread on the floor 

facing the side of the card where the content and the text are visible to all the 

participants. 

 

The game has started – now the players can decide which card to play. The chosen card 

is played as follows: 

One player that decided to play a card, picks the card and calls the name of any other 

player. 

S/he reads out loud the name of the card to the selected player. The selected player can 

pick the card and read its whole text if s/he needs. Afterwards s/he goes to the space and 

performs the movement task that is written on the card. It is important for this player to 

take enough time to understand the task and the function of the trigger. It is not 

important to perform but rather to experiment and experience. The player that is moving 

decides on his own when he leaves the space. 

 

While one person is moving in the space, other players who are outside can call another 

person in the space by playing another card. There can be unlimited players in the space 

at the same time. 

 

The player can never play a card on him/her self by calling his/her own name. The 

player performs a motion trigger only when s/he is called into the space by any other 

player who is not moving, except if s/he decides to join somebody’s card which is 

already in the game. A player from the outside can join to any moving player’s card by 

entering the space, saying: “I am joining (the name of the card he is joining)”.  

All the players that are not moving in the space are also actively present in the game. 

They are observers and conductors. Their task is to observe the moving players and help 

or challenge them by adding extra layers
28

. 

                                                 
28

 The additional explanation of layers can be found at the end of this session. 
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The layers are a separate deck of cards, spread on the floor, next to the motion trigger 

cards. At any time, any player that is observing can add a layer to the game. The layer 

card is played as follows: 

The player-observer, observes the movement of the players in the space, s/he 

subjectively estimates that s/he wants to affect the happening inside so s/he picks one of 

the layer cards and loudly says the name of the layer card. When a layer card is being 

called it affects all the moving players in the space. The layer is cancelled when a player 

who called it, calls it out. It is possible to have more layers in at the same time. 

 

The duration of each round is decided at the beginning with a time frame. The players 

decide before the game for how long they want to play. The game is usually played for 

not less than thirty minutes. 

 

 

7.2.1.1. EXTRA LAYERS OF THE DANCE PRACTICE 

 

Layers are added to the game to keep the outside players busy and active, to have the 

external task for the moving players and to subtly meet with the elements of dance. The 

elements of dance are gently incorporated to the layers. With this extra layering action 

the game itself provides a possibility to turn the playing into a creative and collective 

dance practice. 

 

List of movement layers that are used in the game and effects that they make on the 

players are as follows: 

 

Level – The players gain awareness of the level in which they move (floor, middle level 

– waist high, vertical – high level or jump). A player must observe others and decide to 

stay on the same level or to oppose the others by changing the level. 

 

Conversation – The players communicate with each other through movement. They 

listen to each other, respond, connect, act and react. A non-verbal dialog is established. 
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Repetition – A player recognizes a movement sequence triggered by the motion trigger 

card and repeats it, as many times as s/he wants. Whenever s/he decides, s/he can 

change the movement sequence. 

 

Diamond – All the players are facing the same direction all the time. When one player 

makes a decision to change the direction, other players must follow. 

 

Speed – The players gain awareness of the speed in which they move (slow, middle, 

fast). A player must observe the others and make a decision to retain the same speed or 

to oppose the others by changing it. 

 

Eye contact – The player is obligated to keep an eye contact with at least one player in 

the game. S/he is still moving with his/hers trigger but at the same time has the eye 

focus on the other. 

 

Body contact – The player must let him/herself into situation where parts of his/her 

body are touching body parts of at least one other player. 

 

Distance – The players gain awareness of the distance between them. They play with 

the proximity between them (extending and shrinking the distance between). 

 

Character build up – The players build up a depict role; character’s appearance, 

behaviors and emotions based on a motion trigger s/he is performing. 

 

 

Other elements of the game: 

 

Music – The music is optional. It may be added as a background sound to keep an 

atmosphere. 

Concentration and dedication – The players have to be able to keep going throughout 

the game. 

Space – The game is played in a studio or any other open space. 

Player’s profile – It is required for a player to be experienced in dance improvisation.  
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7.2.2. DOCUMENTATION OF MOTION TRIGGER CARDS 

 

As presented above Motion Triggers have been documented on pieces of paper 

spontaneously during the process of the research. They served focus and clarity. This 

clarity stimulated a wish to create cards and by inference to create a whole game. It is 

certainly not an ordinary way to document a movement. Motion trigger is not a fixed 

sequence of movement but a suggestion, a door way towards a physical experience. The 

content of a card is documented to trigger a similar sensation in the body each time a 

dancer performs the same trigger. However, the outcomes are not expected to be the 

same. Furthermore, the documentation is not for the purpose of practice but rather to 

connect a memory in the body, certain quality or a sensation with a significant card and 

to be able to recall it again and go on a trip with it inside the game. As a result, I found 

it useful to document it like this because the cards gave the dancers secure frame inside 

which they could move with ease without being occupied by any external thought. It is 

the card that is ordering a task, the outside players providing a score through these cards 

and extra layers, and the dancers are the performers – busy with their thinking bodies. 
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TRIGGERS ON THE CARDS: 

 

 

 

Name: Life 

Function: The growing and dying of one impulse to the body. 

 

 

 

Name: Accordion 

Function: Play accordion between 2 body parts or body part – floor relation. 
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Name: Hedgehog 

Function: Fill the holes you find in any position, when you manage, move in the space. 

 

 

 

 

 

Name: Crawl 

Function: Wait till you reach a suspended extremity of a movement and then release 

the energy and start again. 
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Name: Mortadela 

Function: You woke up between two lovers. You want/search contact with both. 

 

 

 

Name: Do you surprise…? 

Function: Cramp body parts as a surprise towards yourself. Copy influences from other 

movers; but imagine them pulling you. Work with joy of movement. Dance – off 

thoughts. 
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Name: The thousand ninjas 

Function: You are surrounded by thousand ninjas and you have to fight them off with 

your dance. 

 

 

 

Name: Filter 

Function: Take simple movement and change the tempo and dynamic to possess your 

body and change your image. 
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Name: Samurai 

Function: Create rhythm patterns (let the rhythm happen!). Connect it with breath. 

Impulses the body with rapid stops. Direction shooting. 

 

 

 

Name: The math test 

Function: You have to draw perfect geometrical shapes with your body. 
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Name: Wool collector 

Function: Collect wool around certain areas around your body. 

 

 

 

 

Name: Drunk test 

Function: Relationship between a foot and the floor. 
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Name: Nymphomaniac 

Function: You are having sex with everything around you: the space, air, floor, light. 

Warning: No humping. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name: Getting a new body 

Function: Exploring movement of a joint or a specific body part as if you just realized 

it exists. 
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Name: Insect killers 

Function: Choose body parts. Imagine insects. Scare them away with body parts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name: Lazy Sunday afternoon 

Function: Move as if there is no time, like you have all the time in the world. 
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Name: Do the task 

Function: Impro with “leading body parts shooting into space’’. Work with contrast 

directions inside the body. Use the “Clock’’ principle. 

 

 

 

Name: Drummer 

Function: Create sound in rhythmical patterns (with the body!). Work with desire to 

repeat. 
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Name: S.K. 

Function: Whenever somebody looks at you, you have to turn away. 

 

 

 

 

Name: Love me or die 

Function: Going into space searching for a person and give yourself to that person as 

much as you want. The person decides if he/she “catches’’ or not. Be prepared to 

catch/rescue/help yourself! 
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Name: The circle of life 

Function: Four people are one person, at different stages of life. 

Baby: exploring everything new 

Teenager: challenging everything 

Adult: stable, safe 

Oldie: tired, sentimental 

 

 

 

 

Name: Born slippery 

Function: We are all born as lubricants 
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Name: Space cadet pinball 

Function: You are the machine that has a ball inside and the ball should never fall out 

of your extremities so you always have to launch it back. 

 

 

Name: James, James Bond 

Function: There are lasers around the space that could kill you. Do not die. 
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Name: Careless Carer 

Function: Falling into suspension with CLEAR ENDINGS. 

 

 

Name: Hit me with your rhythm stick 

Function: Stick is hitting you in a rhythm. 
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8. CONCLUSION 

 

“Numerous young people saw a game as something that must end for a person at the 

age of fourteen, if one does not want to be considered childish.’’ 
29

 

 

Having no worries of being considered childish, with this research and creative process 

I wanted to prove that despite a possible physical or mental refutation for doing intense 

body movement practice, a dancer – encountering specific supportive environment – 

can become more motivated and inspired to move. 

 

The personal and group inquiry of Motion trigger to dance practice is divided into 

four phases of development. According to Vygotsky’s proposition on play activities 
30

 

my research indirectly comply by the components he suggests: (a) creating an 

imaginary situation, (b) taking on and acting out roles, and (c) following a set of rules 

determined by specific roles. In consonance with Vygotsky’s proposition, the second 

and the third phases of my research, both affiliate with his second component.  

 

In first and second phase of the research I was testing procedures on myself. In the third 

phase I shared my own realizations with the group and continued the process with the 

group in this ending phase.   

 

In the first phase – Watching systems, I was analyzing the awareness of how to see the 

body. The goal of this inquiry was to find a situation where I could free up my 

imagination channels by concentrating on a specific movement task and observing the 

body. I established three systems to examine the movement: junction system, dissection 

system and layer system. Through each system I was able to connect with myself via 

concentrating on a task and observation. The verification for truly stimulating the 

imagination are the reflections in shape of poems. Although through the research 

                                                 
29

 Pinosa, R. (1994) Igrajmo se,Tisk grafika Soča, Nova Gorica, pp. 5 

30
 Hostettler Scharer J., (2017) Journal of childhood studies; Supporting Young 

Children’s Learning in a dramatic play environment, Vol. 42 No. 03, pp 63.  
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imaginary situations kept being utilized, the first phase was the ground on which all the 

rest unfolded from. 

 

In the second and third phases I navigated the research to find a task that would provide 

a dancer with divergent movement qualities trough a motion trigger tool. Furthermore 

the tool’s function aimed to make a practitioner wanting to move. Firstly I tried out my 

method on myself and later in the third phase I tried the same method in a group. The 

method was functional because the dancers were motivated to move and they even 

expressed the wish to deepen the creation process with a research product – constructing 

a game in consideration to play with motion trigger cards. Roles were created and 

suggested not only by the proposition of the research but also by active participation of 

the attendants. 

 

The last phase of the research was devoted to develop a game practice out of the 

product from the previous phase. The purpose of this part was to create an environment 

in which we practice our dance knowledge with facility. The evidence for 

successfulness of the practiced method through playing a game is that the players were 

able to leisurely follow the rules of the game. Along with the instructions, dancers were 

developing dance skills through game but they were not doing it intentionally with a 

purpose to learn but rather with a priority to suffice the rules of the game. The 

atmosphere was relaxed much more and the participants enjoyed and reacted creatively 

in spite of eventual tiredness or lack of motivation for movement.   

 

Out of the whole research I found out that group game environment increased the 

spectrum of motivations and inspirations for movement. In order to support this 

statement I will quote the following answers from the participants on how they felt the 

affection of motion trigger practice on their motivation for movement. 

 

Alja Branc: “Even though sometimes I was not feeling my body, through the 

imagination, and the focus on the image I could enter my body again.’’ 

 

Karolina Gaja Rupnik Caruso: “I feel I can only speak about how it was like to play 

around with motion trigger cards and experimenting with how to organize each other 

into a systematic activity. The lack of a system in the research made me free and 
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careless in a way that I could be playful and not to concern with the objectivity of what 

we are doing. The motion triggers are simple and concrete tasks that unlocked my 

imagination and gave me a frame in which I could make a lot of choices. It often got 

tiring because the activity was at certain point not making sense anymore and it was 

difficult to find purpose or a goal. Therefore my motivation was at times difficult to 

sustain. But it does not mean that it was not easy to get it back, because of the pure joy 

of moving with people that I love.’’ 

 

Till Jenewein: “Each game that we played gave me a new motivation to move. The 

constant presence of new layers and task in the game never let me fall into the 

exhaustion. If I try to negate the statement, and say that motion triggers didn’t make me 

want to move this would be a complete untruth.’’ 

 

 

Based on this research, I can state that for supporting the overwhelm of physical work 

flow of a professional dancer training, the environment, the structures and the content of 

the practices need to be joyful, playful and pleasure giving. Furthermore, I confirm that 

use of cards (objects) firmly contributed to the reproduction of my work and added a 

playful value and curiosity aspect to the learning process. I discovered a game as an 

excellent accessory to cause or increase the interest. More specific; in the case of my 

study, the merge of playing and dancing increased the interest towards self – learning, 

self - teaching and discovering one self’s position in a group learning environment. 
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